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eager to sniff out its goodness.
            Words by Jeff Myers through the lens of Nick LaVecchia.



Never one to pass up an open travel and new surfing experience, 
I found myself packing my bags last minute at around 2 AM in 
order to catch my flight leaving Norfolk, VA at 6. Anyone who’s 
had the misfortune of traveling with me knows I wouldn’t have it 
any other way. I’m quite possibly the polar opposite of quick. Most 
travels have one, and well, I’m that guy. But as we all corralled in the 
airport, every one in tack, the hardest part was now behind us…

With a crew I’ve shared many a travel with, as well as a host of 
friendly and hospitable locals who do indeed rip, I knew surf or 
no surf, this surf trip was going to be gangbusters. Having never 
traveled to the Dominican Republic, I was more than eager to sniff 
out its goodness. I’ve had quite a few friends make this very trip to 
DR; some to party, others visiting to surf and explore. And judging 
by the host of characters on this adventure, my guess was that we 
were in for a little bit of both…

Thankfully for us, we had the local knowledge and in-
sight of Brandon and Pedro. They showed us around to 
some amazing spots, with so much potential. Leave it 
to Brandon to bust the biggest, cleanest air of the trip 
on one of the smallest days.

By Jeff Myers

Brandon Sanford



We were greeted at the airport by two of the 
Dominican’s most promising surf stars, Pedro 
Fernandez and Brandon Sanford. I did a brief 
stint of East Coast contests with Pedro prior to 
our visit, and I’d heard nothing but great things 
about Brandon, so I knew we’d be dialed in 
with all the local boys upon day one of our 
arrival. Both of these guys are incredible surf-
ers. Feeding off each others talent, they walked 
away from our trip with some of the best video 
clips and photos hands down, schooling us all 
on local knowledge and pure ability in itself.

As for Brandon, he surfs super smooth. His 
style resembles that of Shane Dorian with 
effortless approach and mixing drawn out rail 
turns with solid aerial surfing. 

And then there’s Pedro. Pedro’s surfing is very 
fast and explosive. Big air reverses, fins free 
lip slides, and the seniority to take any wave 
he wanted. Pedro doesn’t have a problem 
adapting to the WQS’s judging criteria when 
the jerseys go on either, making the money 
rounds in each East event we surfed prior to 
our arrival. You honestly couldn’t ask for better 

hosts. These guys were so genuine with all 
they shared with us throughout our entire trip.

We didn’t actually score the best surf. Rather 
than surf perfection, we made friends for a 
lifetime and memories that will always remain. 
Irreplaceable…Not that I’m saying surfing four 
foot left hand point break was lack luster in re-
gards to finding what we came for. It was just 
the potential of the set ups, back drops and 
wave quality that will be haunting us all until 
our next visit, chasing a solid swell model. 

Jeff Myers

(We didn’t actually score the best surf.)

Pedro Fernandez

I could spend months in the DR just shooting the environment 
and lifestyles of the people there. The place is so rich with col-
or, texture and character.
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As for our crew, we had North Carolina’s Billy 
Hume, a Carolina boy through and through. 
Billy’s humble demeanor is always a blessing 
on these surf trips of ours. This guy knows 
no enemies. Sir William’s a little heavier set 
than the rest of our crew, so the smaller surf 
we encountered wasn’t the most motivating 
conditions he’s come across while traveling 
the globe. But you would never know from his 
light footed surfing ability. Sir William was on.

Representing the Jersey shore was Cape May’s 
Jason Reagan. Jason’s pretty much lethal in 
any and all conditions. Whether he’s winning 
pro events, a cover shot here, a video section 
there, shit surf, scary surf, Jason’s pretty much 

the package deal. He’s such a solid traveling 
partner with a hilarious sense of humor and is 
a very motivated surfer.

We had the good fortune of having Portland, 
Maine’s Nick LaVecchia shooting the entire trip. 
I’ve always been a huge fan of photography, 
but never much good at it myself. I’ve always 
had heaps of respect for an artful eye and 
what it’s capable of capturing. So it was actu-
ally a privilege to do this trip with someone 
as talented as Nick. Traveling with a motivated 
photographer can make or break your surf trip. 
Nick was on it, always the first one up wanting 
to capture the best lighting. Surf or no surf he 
was there to get the job done. And this guy’s 

humor is second to none. There’s something 
about these North East guys. These guys, they 
get it. Do yourself a favor and take a second to 
check out some of Nick’s work at 
Nicklavecchia.com.

And of course there was our trusty video ac-
complice, Len Helbig. Len’s the proud owner of 
Green Bottles Productions. Together we were 
working on his latest video release, Addiction. 
Len was pretty much the mastermind behind 
the trip. This gentleman consumed more 
green bottled cervazas on our trip than all five 
of us combined. God bless his soul. Len had 
the misfortune of filming in the staggering 
heat all week. Lens classic, he’s a trooper. The 

Billy Hume

Jason Reagan
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friendship Len and Jason share is nothing shy of sheer 
comedy. They’re like an old married couple. Dysfunc-
tion at its finest. It would be in your best interest to 
check out Len’s Myspace page. Just type in Green Bot-
tles Productions and have a whirl. Did I also mention 
he’s the proud owner of a dozen or so Green Bottles 
Models? And again, these NE guys, they get it… 

I would be simply foolish to not include a brief de-
scription of the beautiful destination that made all of 
this possible. The Dominican Republic is one of the 
most beautiful travels I’ve had the good fortune of 
being a part of. Beautiful from start to finish, the DR’s 
a family friendly surf atmosphere with great and kind 
people who are more than hospitable to us tourist 
folk. The incredible food, near perfect weather and 
warm ocean temps make this a no brainer for anyone 
who’s looking for a new adventure outside of Puerto 
Rico or Costa Rica.

I need not leave out our boy Bo Bo. Bo Bo owns an 
awesome surf camp right in Cabarete. Check him 
and his camp out via Myspace at Myspace/bobosurf-
sup. He’s hands down one of the best surfers in the 
Dominican and is a rock solid guy. He’s a must meet 
while passing through.

Just ask around. Pedro, Brandon, Bo Bo, Obdulio and 
a handful of others run the scene and are all around 
great people to meet and surf with. All in all, it’s a 
great and affordable surf destination. Carry yourself 
in a respectful fashion and enjoy what the DR has in 
store for you. Whether it’s a surf trip or a partying 
vacation, I’ll vouch first hand that the DR will not let 
you down…

To all the wonderful people of the Dominican Republic, 
our sincere thanks, and we’ll see you the next time 
around, my friends.

My stoke,
Jeff Myers

Billy Hume, moody sunrise floater before boarding his flight home.
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